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EUROZONE EUROZONE EUROZONE EUROZONE MANUFACTURING: MANUFACTURING: MANUFACTURING: MANUFACTURING: RRRROUGH PATCHOUGH PATCHOUGH PATCHOUGH PATCH    

Berenberg Macro Flash 

    
Contradicting other recent indicators, the Contradicting other recent indicators, the Contradicting other recent indicators, the Contradicting other recent indicators, the November November November November Eurozone manufacturing PMIEurozone manufacturing PMIEurozone manufacturing PMIEurozone manufacturing PMI    provideprovideprovideprovidedddd    nononono    eveveveviiiidence dence dence dence 
that the ecthat the ecthat the ecthat the ecoooonomic rough patch nomic rough patch nomic rough patch nomic rough patch hhhhasasasas    trotrotrotroughedughedughedughed. The overall manufacturing PMI fell from 50.6 to 50.1 in Novem-
ber, its lowest level since June last year. The downrevision from the flash reading of 50.4 indicates no reversal to 
momentum either. The weakness was driven almost entirely by the manufacturing heavyweight Germany, where 
the index eased sharply from 51.4 to 49.5 in November, making the relatively benign October reading look like a 
blip. French and Italian PMIs were (almost) flat at 48.4 and 49.0, respectively, signalling output stagnation. The 
data were in line with our projection of another fall in business investment in Q4. 
 
The picture was brighThe picture was brighThe picture was brighThe picture was brightttter er er er iiiin the peripn the peripn the peripn the periphhhheryeryeryery, led by Spain, where the manufacturing PMI rose to 54.7, its highest 
level since June 2007. Irish manufacturing sentiment remained buoyant at 56.2, down a touch on the month. 
Greece’s manufacturing PMI improved modestly for a second successive month, but signalled stagnation at best 
at 49.1 in November. In the Eurozone core, the Netherlands stood out with strong and rapidly improving manu-
facturing sentiment. 
 
Going forward, Going forward, Going forward, Going forward, tttthere are reasons for optimismhere are reasons for optimismhere are reasons for optimismhere are reasons for optimism. Other sentiment surveys with a better recent track record at 
predicting business investment such as Germany’s Ifo and ZEW rebounded somewhat in November. The 30% fall 
in the oil price - which curiously did not seem to affect “moderately falling” input costs, as reflected in the PMIs, 
very much - since September acts like a sizeable tax cut for businesses and households, the euro has depreciated 
somewhat against major trade partner and the ECB’s easing initiatives have already lowered companies’ borrow-
ing costs. Germany’s economy is fundamentally in good health as continued export and consumption growth in 
Q3 highlighted (even though the PMIs point to falling export orders), with confidence and investment the only 
missing ingredients. We continue to expect German, and thus Eurozone, growth to rebound in the first half of 
next year. 
 
 
 
Index level NOV OCT SEP AUG JUL JUN 

Eurozone 50.1 50.6 50.3 50.7 51.8 51.8 

Italy 49.0 49.0 50.7 49.8 51.9 52.6 

Spain 54.7 52.6 52.6 52.8 53.9 54.6 

Germany 49.5 51.4 49.9 51.4 52.4 52.0 

France 48.4 48.5 48.8 46.9 47.8 48.2 

Greece 49.1 48.8 48.4 50.1 48.7 49.4 

Netherlands 54.6 53.0 52.2 51.7 53.5 52.3 

Ireland 56.2 56.6 55.7 57.3 55.4 55.3 

 
Source: Markit 
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